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CAN WE IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY?
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BENCHMARK: LIVERMORE LOOPS

Core Nehalem Sandy
Bridge

Haswell

L1 Band-
width
(load,
store)

16, 16
Bytes
per cycle

16, 16
Bytes
per cycle

32, 16
Bytes
per cycle

64, 32
Bytes
per cycle

Instruction
Cache

32KB L1
Icache

32KB L1
Icache

32KB L1
Icache,
1.5K uop
cache

32KB L1
Icache,
1.5K uop
cache

Reorder
Buffer

96
entries

128
entries

168
entries

192
entries

Ins/Uop
Queue

32 ins 28 uops 28 uops
(56 on
IVB)

56 uops

SIMD
Exten-
sions

SSE SSE AVX AVX2

Table 2: Architectural Features

Kernel Description
1 Hydro fragment
2 Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient
3 Inner product
4 Banded linear equations
5 Tri-diagonal elimination, below diagonal
6 General linear recurrence equations
7 Equation of state fragment
8 Integrate predictors
9 Difference predictors

10 First sum
11 First difference
12 2-D PIC (Particle In Cell)
13 1-D PIC (Particle In Cell)
14 ADI integration
15 2-D explicit hydrodynamics fragment
16 General linear recurrence equations
17 Discrete ordinates transport
18 Matrix-matrix product
19 2-D implicit hydrodynamics fragment
20 Peak floating-point throughput

Table 3: The 20 kernels evaluated in this study.

Energy efficiency is inversely proportional to energy consump-
tion. It is generally expressed as performance over power,

1
energy

=
1

duration⇥ power
=

per f ormance
power

. (2)

If performance is constant then the change in energy efficiency
is proportional to the change in power. For example, based on
the data in Figure 1, SNB and IVB have identical performance
on Kernel 7. The ratio of average power shows that IVB is

2.0x more efficient than SNB.
In many situations, performance and energy efficiency are

treated as competing goals since it is generally possible to
improve performance at the expense of energy efficiency and
vice versa. Occasionally, an artificial metric that incorporates
both performance and energy efficiency, such as the energy
delay product [12], is used to determine whether a trade-off
between the two is beneficial. Fortunately, this paper does not
explicitly encounter this trade-off and therefore does not resort
to alternative metrics.

2.6. Register Scrambling

The analysis in this paper includes a novel technique, called
register scrambling, to artificially alter the instruction-level
dependencies of a kernel. As the name suggests, it involves
randomly assigning new SSE/AVX register numbers to each
instruction. For example, Figure 2 shows two examples of
Kernel 1 with the registers scrambled. The instruction mix re-
mains constant, but the performance and power change as the
instruction-level parallelism changes. By generating several
different “scrambles” of the kernel we are able to generate a re-
gression that relates performance to power. Figure 3 shows the
relationship between performance and power of Kernel 1 on
HSW. This regression can be used to evaluate improvements
in the core architecture by estimating how much a change in
performance will affect the energy efficiency.

3. Experimental Results
Figure 4 presents the main results of this paper. Averaging
across all of the Livermore Loop kernels, there is a 2.9x im-
provement in energy efficiency from PNY to HSW.

Furthermore, this section drills-down on the source of the
improvements in energy efficiency by progressively removing
the benefit of recent architectural features. This is completed
as a five step process:
1. SIMD Extensions: we restrict the use of relevant ISA

extensions that have been added since PNY: the AVX and
AVX2 SIMD extensions.

2. Frontend Innovations: we prevent the processor from
utilizing new frontend features. The primary innovations
since PNY are the addition of a micro-op cache and im-
provements to the loop caches.

3. Backend Innovations: we estimate the impact perfor-
mance improvements due to backend innovations —such as
additional execution units and larger instruction windows—
have on power and energy efficiency.

4. 22nm Process Technology Node: we rollback the advan-
tage of the 22nm process technology to estimate power and
energy efficiency on the 32nm process technology node.

5. 32nm Process Technology Node: we rollback the advan-
tage of the 32nm process technology to estimate power and
energy efficiency on the 45nm process technology node.
Figure 4 shows the improvement in energy efficiency after

each step. For example, the HSW plot shows that the im-

for ( i=0 ; i<n ; i++ ) {
	
 ar           =      cx[i][ 4];
	
 br          = ar - px[i][ 4];
	
 px[i][ 4]  = ar ;
	
 cr           = br - px[i][ 5];
	
 px[i][ 5]  = br ;
	
 ar           = cr - px[i][ 6]; 
       px[i][ 6]   = cr ;
	
 br           = ar - px[i][ 7];
	
 px[i][ 7]   = ar ;
	
 cr            = br - px[i][ 8];
	
 px[i][ 8]   = br ;
	
 ar            = cr - px[i][ 9];
	
 px[i][ 9]   = cr ;
	
 br           = ar - px[i][10];
	
 px[i][10]  = ar ;
	
 cr            = br - px[i][11];
	
 px[i][11]   = br ;
	
 px[i][13]   = cr - px[i][12];
	
 px[i][12]   = cr ;
}

Kernel 9 - Difference predictors



EXTRACTING LOOP NESTS

  

for ( k=0 ; k<n ; k++ ) {

            x[k] = u[k] + r*( z[k] + r*y[k] ) +

                   t*( u[k+3] + r*( u[k+2] + r*u[k+1] ) +

                   t*( u[k+6] + r*( u[k+5] + r*u[k+4] ) ) );

}

Kernel #7 (Equation of State)

innerloop:
vmulpd    ymm15, ymm2, [32+r15+rdi*8]
vmovupd   xmm7,  [8+r15+rdi*8]
vmovupd   xmm13,  [40+r15+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm3, ymm2,  [r12+rdi*8]
vmovupd   xmm6,  [24+r15+rdi*8]
vaddpd    ymm4, ymm3, [r10+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm5, ymm2, ymm4
vaddpd    ymm0, ymm5, [r15+rdi*8]
vinsertf128 ymm8, ymm7, [24+r15+rdi*8], 1
vinsertf128 ymm14, ymm13, [56+r15+rdi*8], 1
vmulpd    ymm9, ymm2, ymm8
vaddpd    ymm13, ymm14, ymm15
vaddpd    ymm10, ymm9, [16+r15+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm14, ymm2, ymm13
vmulpd    ymm12, ymm2, ymm10
vaddpd    ymm15, ymm14, [48+r15+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm4, ymm1, ymm15
vinsertf128 ymm11, ymm6, [40+r15+rdi*8], 1
vaddpd    ymm3, ymm11, ymm12
vaddpd    ymm5, ymm3, ymm4
vmulpd    ymm6, ymm1, ymm5
vaddpd    ymm0, ymm0, ymm6
vmovupd  [r13+rdi*8], ymm0
add    rdi, 1
cmp    rdi, r9
jb     innerloop

innerloop:
vmulpd    ymm15, ymm2, [32+r15+rdi*8]
vmovupd   xmm7,  [8+r15+rdi*8]
vmovupd   xmm13,  [40+r15+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm3, ymm2,  [r12+rdi*8]
vmovupd   xmm6,  [24+r15+rdi*8]
vaddpd    ymm4, ymm3, [r10+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm5, ymm2, ymm4
vaddpd    ymm0, ymm5, [r15+rdi*8]
vinsertf128 ymm8, ymm7, [24+r15+rdi*8], 1
vinsertf128 ymm14, ymm13, [56+r15+rdi*8], 1
vmulpd    ymm9, ymm2, ymm8
vaddpd    ymm13, ymm14, ymm15
vaddpd    ymm10, ymm9, [16+r15+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm14, ymm2, ymm13
vmulpd    ymm12, ymm2, ymm10
vaddpd    ymm15, ymm14, [48+r15+rdi*8]
vmulpd    ymm4, ymm1, ymm15
vinsertf128 ymm11, ymm6, [40+r15+rdi*8], 1
vaddpd    ymm3, ymm11, ymm12
vaddpd    ymm5, ymm3, ymm4
vmulpd    ymm6, ymm1, ymm5
vaddpd    ymm0, ymm0, ymm6
vmovupd  [r13+rdi*8], ymm0
add       r8, 1
cmp       r8, r9
jb innerloop

Livermore Loops C Code: Compiled Assembly: Modified Assembly:

Cycles 
Per 
Iteration

CPU 
Power 
(Watts)

Energy 
Per 
Iteration

PNY 23.0 60.5 116 nJ

NHM 22.5 73.2 124 nJ

WSM 22.5 50.5 85 nJ

SNB 18.3 69.0 90 nJ

IVB 18.3 34.3 45 nJ

HSW 17.3 40.1 50 nJ
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METHODOLOGY: ISOLATE THEN NEUTRALIZE

Version ISA Frontend
(Fetch+Decode)

Backend
(Execution)

Process Tech

1

2

3

4

5

HSW HSW HSW HSW

Baseline HSW HSW HSW

Baseline Baseline HSW HSW

Baseline Baseline Baseline HSW

Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline



ISA  Extensions



ISA EXTENSIONS: SSE, AVX, AVX2

Core Nehalem Sandy Bdg Haswell

SSE (2-Wide SIMD)

AVX (4-Wide SIMD)

AVX2 (4-Wide + FMA)

AVX (4-Wide SIMD)

SSE (2-Wide SIMD)SSE (2-Wide SIMD)SSE (2-Wide SIMD)

--

----

----



ISA VERSIONS
for ( k=1 ; k<n ; k++ ) {
     double qa = za[j+1][k]*zr[j][k] + za[j-1][k]*zb[j][k] +
         za[j][k+1]*zu[j][k] + za[j][k-1]*zv[j][k] + zz[j][k];
         za[j][k] += 0.175*( qa - za[j][k] );
}

inloop:
vmovsd    xmm6, [816+rbp+r8*8]
vmovsd    xmm4, [824+rbp+r8*8]
vmovsd    xmm3, [1624+rbp+r8*8]
vmovsd    xmm2, [816+r10+r8*8]
vfmadd213sd xmm3, xmm2, [816+r9+r8*8]
vfmsub132sd xmm4, xmm6, [816+r12+r8*8]
vmovsd    xmm5, [8+rbp+r8*8]
vfmadd132sd xmm0, xmm3, [816+rdi+r8*8]
vfmadd132sd xmm5, xmm4, [816+r11+r8*8]
vaddsd    xmm0, xmm0, xmm5
vfmadd213sd xmm0, xmm1, xmm6
vmovsd    [816+rbp+r8*8], xmm0
inc       r8
cmp       r8, rcx
jb inloop

inloop:
movsd     xmm5, [1624+rbp+r8*8]
movsd     xmm2, [8+rbp+r8*8]
mulsd     xmm5, [816+r10+r8*8]
mulsd     xmm2, [816+r11+r8*8]
mulsd     xmm0, [816+rdi+r8*8]
addsd     xmm5, xmm2
movsd     xmm3, [824+rbp+r8*8]
mulsd     xmm3, [816+r12+r8*8]
movsd     xmm4, [816+rbp+r8*8]
addsd     xmm5, xmm3
addsd     xmm5, [816+r9+r8*8]
subsd     xmm5, xmm4
addsd     xmm5, xmm0
movaps    xmm0, xmm4
mulsd     xmm5, xmm1
addsd     xmm0, xmm5
movsd     [816+rbp+r8*8], xmm0
inc       r8
cmp       r8, rcx
jb inloop

inloop:
vmovsd    xmm2, [1624+rbp+r8*8]
vmovsd    xmm3, [8+rbp+r8*8]
vmulsd    xmm4, xmm2, [816+r10+r8*8]
vmulsd    xmm5, xmm3, [816+r11+r8*8]
vmulsd    xmm0, xmm0, [816+rdi+r8*8]
vaddsd    xmm7, xmm4, xmm5
vmovsd    xmm6, [824+rbp+r8*8]
vmulsd    xmm8, xmm6, [816+r12+r8*8]
vmovsd    xmm13, [816+rbp+r8*8]
vaddsd    xmm9, xmm7, xmm8
vaddsd    xmm10, xmm9, [816+r9+r8*8]
vsubsd    xmm11, xmm10, xmm13
vaddsd    xmm12, xmm11, xmm0
vmulsd    xmm14, xmm1, xmm12
vaddsd    xmm0, xmm13, xmm14
vmovsd    [816+rbp+r8*8], xmm0
inc       r8
cmp       r8, rcx
jb inloop

SSE
AVX

AVX2



ISA EXTENSIONS

addpd xmm0, xmm2
mulpd xmm1, xmm4

Power: 32.7 watts
EE: 1.71 GFlops/Watt

vaddpd ymm0 ymm2, ymm3
vmulpd ymm1, ymm4, ymm5

Power: 34.1 watts
EE: 3.28 GFlops/Watt

vfmadd132pd ymm0, ymm2, ymm4
vfmadd132pd ymm1, ymm3, ymm5

Power: 35.8 watts
EE: 6.25 GFlops/Watt

SSE (2-Wide) AVX (4-Wide) AVX2 (4-Wide + FMA)
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addpd xmm0, xmm2
mulpd xmm1, xmm4

Power: 32.7 watts
EE: 1.71 GFlops/Watt

vaddpd ymm0 ymm2, ymm3
vmulpd ymm1, ymm4, ymm5

Power: 34.1 watts
EE: 3.28 GFlops/Watt

vfmadd132pd ymm0, ymm2, ymm4
vfmadd132pd ymm1, ymm3, ymm5

Power: 35.8 watts
EE: 6.25 GFlops/Watt

SSE (2-Wide) AVX (4-Wide) AVX2 (4-Wide + FMA)

 11 of 19 Kernels benefited

 Performance: 21% improvement
 Energy Efficiency: 16% improvement
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MANUAL UNROLLING

inloop:
movsd     xmm1, [16+r9+r12]
inc           r10
addsd      xmm0, [8+r9+r12]
movsd     [8+r9+r13], xmm0
addsd      xmm0, xmm1
movsd     [16+r9+r13], xmm0
add         r9, 16
cmp        r10, rbx
jb            inloop

inloop:
movsd     xmm1, [16+r9+r12]
inc           r10
addsd      xmm0, [8+r9+r12]
movsd     [8+r9+r13], xmm0
addsd      xmm0, xmm1
movsd     [16+r9+r13], xmm0
add         r9, 16
cmp        r10, rbx
movsd     xmm1, [16+r9+r12]
inc           r10
addsd      xmm0, [8+r9+r12]
movsd     [8+r9+r13], xmm0
addsd      xmm0, xmm1
movsd     [16+r9+r13], xmm0
add         r9, 16
cmp        r10, rbx
movsd     xmm1, [16+r9+r12]
inc           r10
addsd      xmm0, [8+r9+r12]
movsd     [8+r9+r13], xmm0
addsd      xmm0, xmm1
movsd     [16+r9+r13], xmm0
add         r9, 16
cmp        r10, rbx
jb            inloop
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE BACKEND

Core Nehalem Sandy Bridge Haswell

Reorder 
Buffer Entries

Scheduler 
Entries

L1 Bandwidth
(load, store)

In-flight Load, 
Stores

96 128 168 192

32 36 54 60

16, 16 Bytes / 
Cycle

16, 16 Bytes / 
Cycle

32, 16 Bytes / 
Cycles

64, 32 Bytes / 
Cycle

32, 20 48, 32 64, 36 72, 42

•More dispatch ports
•More execution units
•Elimination of register 
read stalls
•Elimination of L1 bank 
conflicts
•Larger FP register file

PNY
Average IPC=1.51

HWS
Average IPC=2.22



DISABLING BACKEND FEATURES

PNY HSW

IPC=2.37 IPC=2.79, Power=46.4w 

IPC=2.37, Power= ??????? 

Kernel #1



REGISTER SCRAMBLING
Scramble #1 Scramble #2



















































 

































 











 

 

0  inloop:
1  movsd     xmm1, [88+r12+r9*8]
2  movsd     xmm1, [104+r12+r9*8]
3  movsd     xmm2, [120+r12+r9*8]
4  movsd     xmm2, [136+r12+r9*8]
5  movaps    xmm0, [80+r12+r9*8]
6  movhpd    xmm1, [96+r12+r9*8]
7  movaps    xmm2, [96+r12+r9*8]
8  movhpd    xmm3, [112+r12+r9*8]
9  movaps    xmm1, [112+r12+r9*8]
10 movhpd    xmm0, [128+r12+r9*8]
11 movaps    xmm0, [128+r12+r9*8]
12 movhpd    xmm3, [144+r12+r9*8]
13 mulpd     xmm1, xmm1
14 mulpd     xmm0, xmm0
15 mulpd     xmm1, xmm3
16 mulpd     xmm3, xmm3
17 mulpd     xmm2, xmm2
18 mulpd     xmm3, xmm2
19 mulpd     xmm1, xmm3
20 mulpd     xmm3, xmm1
21 addpd     xmm2, xmm1
22 addpd     xmm0, xmm3
23 addpd     xmm3, xmm3
24 addpd     xmm2, xmm3
25 mulpd     xmm0, [r15+r9*8]
26 mulpd     xmm0, [16+r15+r9*8]
27 mulpd     xmm3, [32+r15+r9*8]
28 mulpd     xmm1, [48+r15+r9*8]
29 addpd     xmm0, xmm3
30 addpd     xmm0, xmm1
31 addpd     xmm1, xmm0
32 addpd     xmm1, xmm2
33 movaps    [r11+r9*8], xmm3
34 movaps    [16+r11+r9*8], xmm0
35 movaps    [32+r11+r9*8], xmm1
36 movaps    [48+r11+r9*8], xmm1
37 add       r8, 1
38 cmp       r8, rbx
39 jb        inloop

0  inloop:
1  movsd     xmm2, [88+r12+r9*8]
2  movsd     xmm0, [104+r12+r9*8]
3  movsd     xmm0, [120+r12+r9*8]
4  movsd     xmm3, [136+r12+r9*8]
5  movaps    xmm0, [80+r12+r9*8]
6  movhpd    xmm3, [96+r12+r9*8]
7  movaps    xmm0, [96+r12+r9*8]
8  movhpd    xmm2, [112+r12+r9*8]
9  movaps    xmm1, [112+r12+r9*8]
10 movhpd    xmm0, [128+r12+r9*8]
11 movaps    xmm1, [128+r12+r9*8]
12 movhpd    xmm0, [144+r12+r9*8]
13 mulpd     xmm3, xmm3
14 mulpd     xmm3, xmm3
15 mulpd     xmm3, xmm2
16 mulpd     xmm0, xmm3
17 mulpd     xmm2, xmm0
18 mulpd     xmm0, xmm3
19 mulpd     xmm0, xmm1
20 mulpd     xmm1, xmm3
21 addpd     xmm1, xmm2
22 addpd     xmm1, xmm3
23 addpd     xmm3, xmm1
24 addpd     xmm2, xmm3
25 mulpd     xmm0, [r15+r9*8]
26 mulpd     xmm2, [16+r15+r9*8]
27 mulpd     xmm1, [32+r15+r9*8]
28 mulpd     xmm1, [48+r15+r9*8]
29 addpd     xmm3, xmm2
30 addpd     xmm1, xmm2
31 addpd     xmm2, xmm1
32 addpd     xmm2, xmm1
33 movaps    [r11+r9*8], xmm3
34 movaps    [16+r11+r9*8], xmm2
35 movaps    [32+r11+r9*8], xmm1
36 movaps    [48+r11+r9*8], xmm1
37 add       r8, 1
39 cmp       r8, rbx
39 jb        inloop

Cycles per Iteration:  31.51 (IPC=1.24)
Average Power:   37.32 watts
Energy per Iteration: 84.0 nJ

Cycles per Iteration:  19.65 (IPC=1.98)
Average Power:   42.02 watts
Energy per Iteration: 59.0 nJ

Cycles Per Iteration: 31. 51 (IPC=1.24)
AVG Power: 37.32 watts

Energy Per Iteration: 84.0 nJ

Cycles Per Iteration: 19.65 (IPC=1.98)
AVG Power: 42.02 watts

Energy Per Iteration: 59.0 nJ
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LONGITUDINAL STUDY: CORE I7 PROCESSOR
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PROCESS TECHNOLOGY NODES
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METHODOLOGY: ISOLATE THEN NEUTRALIZE

Version ISA Frontend
(Fetch+Decode)

Backend
(Execution)

Process Tech

1

2

3

4

5

HSW HSW HSW HSW

Baseline HSW HSW HSW

Baseline Baseline HSW HSW

Baseline Baseline Baseline HSW

Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline
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POWER VS IPC

Power Model Energy Per Cycle Fixed Cost Per Cycle Variable Cost Per Cycle Fixed / Total
(IPC=2) (IPC=2) (IPC=2) (IPC=2)

HSW 4.79(IPC) + 29.08 11.05 nJ 8.31 nJ 2.74 nJ 75%
IVB 5.14(IPC) + 23.74 9.72 nJ 6.78 nJ 2.94 nJ 70%
SNB 7.81(IPC) + 49.63 18.64 nJ 14.81 nJ 4.46 nJ 76%
WSM 8.14(IPC) + 30.89 13.97 nJ 9.14 nJ 4.82 nJ 65%
NHM 13.79(IPC) + 41.30 20.39 nJ 12.23 nJ 8.16 nJ 60%
PNY 13.63 (IPC) + 34.54 20.60 nJ 11.51 nJ 9.09 nJ 56%

Table 4: Fixed vs Variable cost analysis of CPU power. The power model is based on a linear regression of the data shown in
Figure 10.

results also show that 16 of the 19 kernels fit into the loop
cache on HSW and all of the kernels fit in the micro-op cache,
which suggest that most of the inefficiencies associated with
the CISC decode tax can be eliminated with a well designed
frontend.

4.5. SIMD extensions increase the productivity of each in-
struction with minimal impact on power

It is a well known that SIMD computing is energy efficient.
Our results show that under the ideal conditions vector instruc-
tion can increase performance with only a nominal increase
in dynamic energy consumption. However, as SIMD width
increases, its applicability diminishes (see Section 3.1). Even
when there is sufficient data parallelism, the additional work
necessary to shuffle data into the proper SIMD lanes can limit
the advantage of wide SIMD instructions. For example, al-
gorithms with indirect accesses or random accesses require
separate scalar operations to load and pack data into these
SIMD lanes, which could take away most of the performance
and energy efficiency benefit offered by SIMD. Auxiliary
instructions —such as the gather instruction, which loads non-
continuous data into SIMD registers— are crucial to attaining
the full potential of vectorization. Just like the frontend caches
which provide the benefit of reducing complex instructions
overhead, the gather instructions help make wider SIMD use-
ful for a broader pool of applications.

4.6. High performance computing vs energy efficient com-
puting

Modern semiconductor manufacturing technology enables pro-
cessors to operate over a wide range of frequency and supply
voltages. The processor can operate at a high voltage to sup-
port a high clock frequency or a low voltage to reduce power.
In our experiments the voltage and frequency used are near the
top end of the supply voltage range, which sacrifices energy
efficiency for high single-threaded performance. In this regard,
our results may not capture the most energy efficiency way
of using the processors; it is possible for these processors to
be more efficient operating at a lower frequency and voltage.
We therefore caution readers to consider the supply voltage of
the processor before comparing the energy efficiency across
different classes of processors.

5. Related Work

Traditionally, research has focused on the power consumption
of individual functional units, yet there has been a growing
demand for processor-level analysis of energy efficiency.

At the application level, there have been several studies
comparing the energy efficiency of different processors. This
has included long-term historical trends [19, 13] as well as
comparisons of competing platforms [9, 8, 7]. The demand for
energy efficient computing has even motivated the Green500
list, which has become an industry benchmark for comparing
the energy efficiency of supercomputers [10]. Of course, the
vast differences between these systems (performance levels,
ISA, process and manufacturing technology, code quality, etc)
makes it difficult to draw any definitive conclusions about the
true impact of the underlying microarchitecture.

Bottom-up models and cycle-accurate simulators have been
used to evaluate architectural design decisions that affect
power [6, 14, 27, 18]. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to val-
idate the relative contribution of the individual components in
the underlying model when only the total power of the physical
processor can be observed. Furthermore, as the complexity of
modern processors swells, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to construct a bottom-up model that can accurately capture all
relavent processor features.

Alternatively, several groups have studied power consump-
tion by developing instruction-based power models [23, 5, 21].
This approach focuses on correlating hardware performance
counters with observed power measurements. A regression
analysis is used to assign energy costs to each architectural
event. This can then be used to predict power consumption of
an arbitrary application based solely on performance counter
values. The primary weakness of this approach is its inability
to directly account for the full context within which an instruc-
tion is executed. For example, as our paper shows, the energy
consumed by an instruction that is streamed from a loop cache
can be significantly different from one that instead exercises
the instruction fetch and decode units, yet the performance
counter events only give a limited view of the internal state of
the processor core.
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results also show that 16 of the 19 kernels fit into the loop
cache on HSW and all of the kernels fit in the micro-op cache,
which suggest that most of the inefficiencies associated with
the CISC decode tax can be eliminated with a well designed
frontend.

4.5. SIMD extensions increase the productivity of each in-
struction with minimal impact on power

It is a well known that SIMD computing is energy efficient.
Our results show that under the ideal conditions vector instruc-
tion can increase performance with only a nominal increase
in dynamic energy consumption. However, as SIMD width
increases, its applicability diminishes (see Section 3.1). Even
when there is sufficient data parallelism, the additional work
necessary to shuffle data into the proper SIMD lanes can limit
the advantage of wide SIMD instructions. For example, al-
gorithms with indirect accesses or random accesses require
separate scalar operations to load and pack data into these
SIMD lanes, which could take away most of the performance
and energy efficiency benefit offered by SIMD. Auxiliary
instructions —such as the gather instruction, which loads non-
continuous data into SIMD registers— are crucial to attaining
the full potential of vectorization. Just like the frontend caches
which provide the benefit of reducing complex instructions
overhead, the gather instructions help make wider SIMD use-
ful for a broader pool of applications.

4.6. High performance computing vs energy efficient com-
puting

Modern semiconductor manufacturing technology enables pro-
cessors to operate over a wide range of frequency and supply
voltages. The processor can operate at a high voltage to sup-
port a high clock frequency or a low voltage to reduce power.
In our experiments the voltage and frequency used are near the
top end of the supply voltage range, which sacrifices energy
efficiency for high single-threaded performance. In this regard,
our results may not capture the most energy efficiency way
of using the processors; it is possible for these processors to
be more efficient operating at a lower frequency and voltage.
We therefore caution readers to consider the supply voltage of
the processor before comparing the energy efficiency across
different classes of processors.

5. Related Work

Traditionally, research has focused on the power consumption
of individual functional units, yet there has been a growing
demand for processor-level analysis of energy efficiency.

At the application level, there have been several studies
comparing the energy efficiency of different processors. This
has included long-term historical trends [19, 13] as well as
comparisons of competing platforms [9, 8, 7]. The demand for
energy efficient computing has even motivated the Green500
list, which has become an industry benchmark for comparing
the energy efficiency of supercomputers [10]. Of course, the
vast differences between these systems (performance levels,
ISA, process and manufacturing technology, code quality, etc)
makes it difficult to draw any definitive conclusions about the
true impact of the underlying microarchitecture.

Bottom-up models and cycle-accurate simulators have been
used to evaluate architectural design decisions that affect
power [6, 14, 27, 18]. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to val-
idate the relative contribution of the individual components in
the underlying model when only the total power of the physical
processor can be observed. Furthermore, as the complexity of
modern processors swells, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to construct a bottom-up model that can accurately capture all
relavent processor features.

Alternatively, several groups have studied power consump-
tion by developing instruction-based power models [23, 5, 21].
This approach focuses on correlating hardware performance
counters with observed power measurements. A regression
analysis is used to assign energy costs to each architectural
event. This can then be used to predict power consumption of
an arbitrary application based solely on performance counter
values. The primary weakness of this approach is its inability
to directly account for the full context within which an instruc-
tion is executed. For example, as our paper shows, the energy
consumed by an instruction that is streamed from a loop cache
can be significantly different from one that instead exercises
the instruction fetch and decode units, yet the performance
counter events only give a limited view of the internal state of
the processor core.
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Figure 10.

results also show that 16 of the 19 kernels fit into the loop
cache on HSW and all of the kernels fit in the micro-op cache,
which suggest that most of the inefficiencies associated with
the CISC decode tax can be eliminated with a well designed
frontend.

4.5. SIMD extensions increase the productivity of each in-
struction with minimal impact on power

It is a well known that SIMD computing is energy efficient.
Our results show that under the ideal conditions vector instruc-
tion can increase performance with only a nominal increase
in dynamic energy consumption. However, as SIMD width
increases, its applicability diminishes (see Section 3.1). Even
when there is sufficient data parallelism, the additional work
necessary to shuffle data into the proper SIMD lanes can limit
the advantage of wide SIMD instructions. For example, al-
gorithms with indirect accesses or random accesses require
separate scalar operations to load and pack data into these
SIMD lanes, which could take away most of the performance
and energy efficiency benefit offered by SIMD. Auxiliary
instructions —such as the gather instruction, which loads non-
continuous data into SIMD registers— are crucial to attaining
the full potential of vectorization. Just like the frontend caches
which provide the benefit of reducing complex instructions
overhead, the gather instructions help make wider SIMD use-
ful for a broader pool of applications.

4.6. High performance computing vs energy efficient com-
puting

Modern semiconductor manufacturing technology enables pro-
cessors to operate over a wide range of frequency and supply
voltages. The processor can operate at a high voltage to sup-
port a high clock frequency or a low voltage to reduce power.
In our experiments the voltage and frequency used are near the
top end of the supply voltage range, which sacrifices energy
efficiency for high single-threaded performance. In this regard,
our results may not capture the most energy efficiency way
of using the processors; it is possible for these processors to
be more efficient operating at a lower frequency and voltage.
We therefore caution readers to consider the supply voltage of
the processor before comparing the energy efficiency across
different classes of processors.

5. Related Work

Traditionally, research has focused on the power consumption
of individual functional units, yet there has been a growing
demand for processor-level analysis of energy efficiency.

At the application level, there have been several studies
comparing the energy efficiency of different processors. This
has included long-term historical trends [19, 13] as well as
comparisons of competing platforms [9, 8, 7]. The demand for
energy efficient computing has even motivated the Green500
list, which has become an industry benchmark for comparing
the energy efficiency of supercomputers [10]. Of course, the
vast differences between these systems (performance levels,
ISA, process and manufacturing technology, code quality, etc)
makes it difficult to draw any definitive conclusions about the
true impact of the underlying microarchitecture.

Bottom-up models and cycle-accurate simulators have been
used to evaluate architectural design decisions that affect
power [6, 14, 27, 18]. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to val-
idate the relative contribution of the individual components in
the underlying model when only the total power of the physical
processor can be observed. Furthermore, as the complexity of
modern processors swells, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to construct a bottom-up model that can accurately capture all
relavent processor features.

Alternatively, several groups have studied power consump-
tion by developing instruction-based power models [23, 5, 21].
This approach focuses on correlating hardware performance
counters with observed power measurements. A regression
analysis is used to assign energy costs to each architectural
event. This can then be used to predict power consumption of
an arbitrary application based solely on performance counter
values. The primary weakness of this approach is its inability
to directly account for the full context within which an instruc-
tion is executed. For example, as our paper shows, the energy
consumed by an instruction that is streamed from a loop cache
can be significantly different from one that instead exercises
the instruction fetch and decode units, yet the performance
counter events only give a limited view of the internal state of
the processor core.



POWER VS IPC

Power Model Energy Per Cycle Fixed Cost Per Cycle Variable Cost Per Cycle Fixed / Total
(IPC=2) (IPC=2) (IPC=2) (IPC=2)
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PNY 13.63 (IPC) + 34.54 20.60 nJ 11.51 nJ 9.09 nJ 56%

Table 4: Fixed vs Variable cost analysis of CPU power. The power model is based on a linear regression of the data shown in
Figure 10.
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SUMMARY

Despite the increased complexity, we have observed improvements in both performance 
and energy efficiency -- bigger can be more efficient

Presented a methodology for rigorously evaluating energy efficiency

Identify features that have improved energy efficiency 

Quantitative assessment of improvements
2.9x Improvement in energy efficiency
1.2x Improvement in energy efficiency without process

Track trends towards higher fixed cost and lower variable cost
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DEFINITION: ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Core Nehalem Sandy
Bridge

Haswell

L1 Band-
width
(load,
store)

16, 16
Bytes
per cycle

16, 16
Bytes
per cycle

32, 16
Bytes
per cycle

64, 32
Bytes
per cycle

Instruction
Cache

32KB L1
Icache

32KB L1
Icache

32KB L1
Icache,
1.5K uop
cache

32KB L1
Icache,
1.5K uop
cache

Reorder
Buffer

96
entries

128
entries

168
entries

192
entries

Ins/Uop
Queue

32 ins 28 uops 28 uops
(56 on
IVB)

56 uops

SIMD
Exten-
sions

SSE SSE AVX AVX2

Table 2: Architectural Features

Kernel Description
1 Hydro fragment
2 Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient
3 Inner product
4 Banded linear equations
5 Tri-diagonal elimination, below diagonal
6 General linear recurrence equations
7 Equation of state fragment
8 Integrate predictors
9 Difference predictors

10 First sum
11 First difference
12 2-D PIC (Particle In Cell)
13 1-D PIC (Particle In Cell)
14 ADI integration
15 2-D explicit hydrodynamics fragment
16 General linear recurrence equations
17 Discrete ordinates transport
18 Matrix-matrix product
19 2-D implicit hydrodynamics fragment
20 Peak floating-point throughput

Table 3: The 20 kernels evaluated in this study.

Energy efficiency is inversely proportional to energy consump-
tion. It is generally expressed as performance over power,

1
energy

=
1

duration⇥ power
=

per f ormance
power

. (2)

If performance is constant then the change in energy efficiency
is proportional to the change in power. For example, based on
the data in Figure 1, SNB and IVB have identical performance
on Kernel 7. The ratio of average power shows that IVB is

2.0x more efficient than SNB.
In many situations, performance and energy efficiency are

treated as competing goals since it is generally possible to
improve performance at the expense of energy efficiency and
vice versa. Occasionally, an artificial metric that incorporates
both performance and energy efficiency, such as the energy
delay product [12], is used to determine whether a trade-off
between the two is beneficial. Fortunately, this paper does not
explicitly encounter this trade-off and therefore does not resort
to alternative metrics.

2.6. Register Scrambling

The analysis in this paper includes a novel technique, called
register scrambling, to artificially alter the instruction-level
dependencies of a kernel. As the name suggests, it involves
randomly assigning new SSE/AVX register numbers to each
instruction. For example, Figure 2 shows two examples of
Kernel 1 with the registers scrambled. The instruction mix re-
mains constant, but the performance and power change as the
instruction-level parallelism changes. By generating several
different “scrambles” of the kernel we are able to generate a re-
gression that relates performance to power. Figure 3 shows the
relationship between performance and power of Kernel 1 on
HSW. This regression can be used to evaluate improvements
in the core architecture by estimating how much a change in
performance will affect the energy efficiency.

3. Experimental Results
Figure 4 presents the main results of this paper. Averaging
across all of the Livermore Loop kernels, there is a 2.9x im-
provement in energy efficiency from PNY to HSW.

Furthermore, this section drills-down on the source of the
improvements in energy efficiency by progressively removing
the benefit of recent architectural features. This is completed
as a five step process:
1. SIMD Extensions: we restrict the use of relevant ISA

extensions that have been added since PNY: the AVX and
AVX2 SIMD extensions.

2. Frontend Innovations: we prevent the processor from
utilizing new frontend features. The primary innovations
since PNY are the addition of a micro-op cache and im-
provements to the loop caches.

3. Backend Innovations: we estimate the impact perfor-
mance improvements due to backend innovations —such as
additional execution units and larger instruction windows—
have on power and energy efficiency.

4. 22nm Process Technology Node: we rollback the advan-
tage of the 22nm process technology to estimate power and
energy efficiency on the 32nm process technology node.

5. 32nm Process Technology Node: we rollback the advan-
tage of the 32nm process technology to estimate power and
energy efficiency on the 45nm process technology node.
Figure 4 shows the improvement in energy efficiency after

each step. For example, the HSW plot shows that the im-


